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OlaudahEquiano, Writtenby Himself
CATHYN. DAVIDSON
The InterestingNarrative
Thereis no more trenchanteyewitness accountof late eighteenth-centuryslavery

thanThe Interesting Narrative of the Life of Olaudah Equiano,orGustavus Vassa, The

African.Writtenby Himself1Self-published by Equiano in London in 1789, The
InterestingNarrativewas a success by the standardsof its day.2It was republished
eight more times in Equiano'slife, and twice in the decade after his death. It then
fell into nearly two hundred years of relative obscurity until it was republished
in 1967by Paul Edwards.It has since been reprintedin its entirety several times,
including in a scholarly Penguin Classics volume edited with care by Vincent
Carretta.It has been excerpted in dozens if not hundreds of high school and college textbooks and anthologies, and has entered mass culture in the form of numerous movies, games, children's books, and television shows. It has served as
the basis of countless analyses by literary scholars and historians. Henry Louis
Gates, Jr. has called TheInterestingNarrativethe "prototype"for all subsequent
slave narratives (8). It has become a canonical work in courses in eighteenthcentury Britishand Americanliterature,and is a key document for historians of
the Euro-American slave trade. The historian Nell Irvin Painter suggests that it
functions as a "founding myth ... for African-American history" (qtd. in
Howard, "Unraveling"par. 32).
This essay was greatly enriched by my researchassistant, Anne Gulick, doctoral student at
Duke University, who is writing a dissertationon black internationalismsand human rights
discourse, as well as by feedback from numerous colleagues and scholars: Srinivas
Aravamudan,BrycchanCarey,LaurentDubois, Alice Kaplan,Paul E. Lovejoy,Philip Morgan,
JamesWalvin, Ken Wissoker,and Helena Woodard.Not all of these scholarsshare my views,
but all were unfailinglygenerouswith theirtime and comments.
1 Because
naming is what is at issue, in this essay I hold with traditionand cite the authorby the
name "OlaudahEquiano/' "Gustavas Vassa/' the third of his slave names, is the one he
adopted and used as his legal name on various documents,from manumissionpapers to his
will. Since this essay has been in press, JohnBugg's excellentPMLAessay (October2006) and
then a PMLA"Forum"exchange(March2007)have appeared,adding new factualinformation
to the debate on Equiano'sbirthplace.While I have made a few small changes in this essay to
reflect new information,my basic argumentremains the same. The salient issues for me are
epistemologicaland not simply factual:what do we learn becauseof the specific questions we
ask and, equally important, what do we not learn because we have chosen to ask those
questions?
2 The text was also
publishedtwice in the years soon afterEquiano'sdeath in 1797.It is not clear
how well it was known in the nineteenth century, but Carrettanotes that, in 1913, W. E. B.
DuBois cited TheInterestingNarrativeas "thebeginning of that long series of personal appeals
of which BookerT. Washington'sUpfromSlaveryis the latest"(qtd.in Carretta,"DoesEquiano
StillMatter"4).
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Many aspects of the text make it significant, but especially impressive is its
expansive reach. Equiano's narrative spans Africa, the Caribbean, the U.S.,
Europe, Turkey, GreatBritain,South America, and even the Arctic, providing a
cartographyof modernity'scrisscrossingroutes for the slave trade, the spread of
empire, and developing systems of global capital. Narrated retrospectivelyby a
formerslave, TheInterestingNarrativealso tracksthe interior geography of a man
who is free enough to sail virtually all the seven seas yet who ever remains one
step away from recaptureand return into slavery. Because slavery exists in the
British Empire under whose flag he sails, Equiano is- psychologically if not
legally- a fugitive:
Hitherto I had thought only slavery dreadful;but the state of a free negro appeared
to me now equally so at least, and in some respectseven worse,for they live in constant alarmfor their liberty,which is but nominal,for they are universally insulted
and plunderedwithout the possibilityof redress.(122)

Given the inherentinsecurityof being an Africanor of Africandescent in a world
where black people are enslaved, watchfulness is a precondition of Equiano's
existence. His is not a Moses-likejourney from slavery to freedom, but rather,an
episodic and often anxious narrativemeandering- from freedom to kidnapping
by other Africans, from one form of African slavery into a far more barbarous
enslavementby Europeanslavers in the hold of a ship bound for Barbados,from
one owner to another, from a promised freedom to disappointment, from ferocious activity to save money to buy his liberty to a manumission marredby the
constant threat of re-enslavement, to participation in a repatriation-to-Africa
scheme and then the public humiliation of being dismissed from that position,
essentially for whistle-blowingagainst corruptwhite colleagues.
The hybrid form of The InterestingNarrativereplicates the profound uncertainty of the narrator.The text combines (in unequal parts) slave narrative,sea
yarn, military adventure, ethnographicreportage, historical fiction, travelogue,
picaresque saga, sentimental novel, allegory, tall tale, pastoral origins myth,
gothic romance, conversion tale, and abolitionist tract, with different features
coming to the fore at different times, and the mood vacillating accordingly. In
style, it is alternatelydeclarative,informational,sentimental, oratorical,exhortative, and admonitory,using differentemotional registersto underscorethe point,
over and over, that "the slave trade [is] entirely at war with the heart of man"
(110). It thus resembles many eighteenth-century novels (both American and
European)in its first-personautobiographicalnarrativepretext while also fitting
the generic conventions of many autobiographies of the time (again, both
American and European) in its novelistic emphasis on self-creation. Like all
autobiographies,it is not simply a rehashing of every incident in Equiano'shistory but a conscious shaping of myriad life-events into recognizable plot
patterns. This includes repeating (as if they were factual) such well-rehearsed
"contactnarratives"as the "Native's" fearful encounter with whites whom he
misconstrues to be cannibals (a storyline with a genealogy back -as far as
Gulliver'sTravels)and the author's clever astronomicalpredictions that frighten
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the "Natives"(in this case, MiskitoIndians)into submission- a chestnut Equiano
takes, with acknowledgment, from Columbus's journals (Aravamudan,
Tropicopolitans271).

The most consistent trope structuring the plot of The InterestingNarrative
might be termed "the existential rug-pull." Any time the author enjoys a transcendent seascape, the interesting customs of a new country, a handsome profit
on a transaction,or the seeming kindness of a new (white) master,we can be sure
that, in the very next scene, he will be cheated, extorted,beaten, "mortified"(one
of Equiano'smost frequent and powerful emotions), accused of lying about his
free state, and threatenedwith recapture,violence, or humiliation.
The narrativeand psychological pattern is set from the very beginning. Torn
out of a peaceful glade in Africa and submitted to the ultimate dehumanization
aboard a trans-Atlanticslave ship, Equiano remains vulnerable throughout the
plot. More to the point, what the retrospective narratorknows (and the reader
comes to see) is that it is not only the condition of slavery that makes Equiano
vulnerablebut slavery's preconditionof what we would now call "race."3In the
context of eighteenth-centuryEuropean-American slavery, Equiano's "Africanness" puts him at risk both before he is enslaved and after manumission. Contrary to the Enlightenment dicta of universalism, it is precisely and repeatedly
Equiano'sethnicity and, panoptically,his skin color (even more than his place of
birth) that makes him susceptible to recapture.Because color ("race")is what he
cannot change (even in the scene where he attempts a white-face disguise), he is
never safe. His danger is indelible, and thus his psychic and social universe is
characterizedby profound disruption.He uses first-personnarrationskillfully to
evoke in readers his own sense of ever-imminent crisis. Although there are numerous decent whites in TheInterestingNarrativeand a few blacks who are not
entirely admirable (including, at times, the author), whites repeatedly provide
the agency for Equiano's anxiety. This is so much a narrativepattern in the text
3 There is no
simple terminology that comprehendsthe complexitiesof race in the eighteenth
century. "African"was often used to designate anyone of Africanbirth or descent. But since
the question of whether or not Equiano was really ''African"is the issue here, the term
"African"must be used precisely in this essay and not in its wider (and quite commonplace)
eighteenth-centuryusage. On the other hand, the eighteenth-centuryBritishterm "black"or
"blacks"includednot only those of Africandescentbut also SouthAsians and sometimesother
persons of color who were not part of the Africandiasporathat resulted from the slave trade.
"Negro"and "negroid"carrytoo much nineteenth-centuryracialistbaggage to be useful as
well. In parallel fashion, the terms "white" and "Caucasian"are equally contested and
historicallyvariableterms. Of course, hundreds of articlesand books have argued about the
idea of race, including the issue of whether race is even a category prior to the nineteenth
century.These largerissues of race are not the explicit subjectof the currentessay, although I
am arguing that a range of unarticulated assumptions about race, ethnicity, and
prejudice- and the racialized dialectics implicit in the variously intertwined
terminologies- are the subtext of Equiano's latter-day canonization as well as the outrage
expressed by those who believe he may not have been born in Africa. For an excellent
theoretical assessment of some of the larger issues, see the essays as well as Stoler's
introductionto Hauntedby Empire(1-22).For a differentview- one that addresses eighteenthcentury taxonomies of race while also suggesting that such factors as conversion and
assimilationcould transcendrace- see Wheeler's "Complexionof Desire" and Complexionof
Race(260-87).
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that readersbecome conditioned to expect that if one white person is kind to our
narrator,the next is likely to betrayor brutalizehim.
Since most of his intended readers (like the majorityof his subscribers)were
assumed to be white, Equianohas to be particularlyskillful in encouragingcrossracial identification. The reader is put in the position of identifying with the
(black) author over against his (white) tormentors. Equiano uses several narrative devices to accomplishthis, among them showering "good whites" with high
praise and testifying repeatedly to his loyalty to them. Often he makes decisions
against his own best interest in order to do a favor for some Caucasianto whom
he is loyal. Since Equiano is an intelligent person, we trust his decision-making.
He (and therefore the reader) is usually disappointed in his expectations of
whites. Over and over, owners, employer/masters, and shipmates let him down
in a crisis. Especially in the West Indies sections of The InterestingNarrative,
blacks (enslaved or free) who have everything to lose nonetheless act with courage on behalf of both black and white friends and even strangers.Whites rarely
respond humanely to blacks in distress and sometimes ignore the plight of other
whites as well. Typically, one white person will only act on behalf of a slave in
distress when he (and it is almost always a "he")knows the slave's owner. Protection of property and the propertied class- not humanity- motivates the
intervention. The point is not that whites are evil but that slavery, as an
institution,dehumanizes the slaver as much as the slave. As Equianowrites:
/ will not suppose that the dealersin slaves are born worse than other men- No! it
is thefatality of this mistakenavarice, that it corrupts the milk of human kindness,
and turns it into gall And, had the pursuits of those men been different, they
might have been as generous, as tender-hearted,and just, as they are unfeeling, rapacious, and cruel Surely this traffic cannot be good, which spreads like a pestilence, and taints what it touches!(Ill)

TheInterestingNarrativeis a traumanarrativein which survival, in metaphysical terms, is conditional and victory temporaryand partial.4Anything good can
vanish in an instant. Even tragedy is unpredictable. Formalistically, The
Interesting Narrative is the antithesis of Christological journeys such as The
Pilgrim'sProgresssince Equiano has to re-learn the same lessons over and over
without much hope of salvation. Mastering the lesson of inhumanity and inequality does not erase inhumanity or inequality. Yet the lack of a straight trajectory from virtue to reward does not minimize the book's polemic nor undermine
its didacticism. In fact, the brilliance of TheInterestingNarrativelies partly in its
powerful disruption of the equationof masterywith success, understandingwith
solution, or fairness with justice. For Equiano, all virtues must be their own reward since other rewards (money, freedom, advancement, praise) can be taken
away. Because he is black, there is little he can do about it. That is as true at the
beginning of the book (when he is snatched out of Africa)as it is at the end when
4

My essay is informedby theoreticalwork on trauma,including studies by CathyCaruth(who
concentrateson the role of memoryin trauma)and Saidiya Hartman(who analyzes resistance
amid the subjugationand subjectionof slavery).
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he tries to vindicate his firing as "Commissary to the Black Poor, going to
AFRICA"(an early and misguided repatriationmovement by the British government).5In the universe in which Equiano operates, African-ness unsettles
other moral principles.Given the social contingenciesof that moral universe, any
straight-and-narrow Christian teleology is shown to be chimerical if not
bankrupt.
In its ranging and unpredictable hybridity, in its urgency, in its embrace of
traumaand uncertaintyas a centraltrope, and in its high moral purpose coupled
with a capacious refusal to adhere to a stable form, TheInterestingNarrativeresembles the post-Revolutionary American novel. Like a number of early
American novels and other eighteenth-centuryprose works from both sides of
the Atlantic, TheInterestingNarrativeborrows (sometimes without acknowledgment) from various other histories,and its bricolageis nearly always motivated by
a larger, pedagogical - but markedly unconventional- purpose. The early
American novel is a wild and driven genre that literary scholar Elizabeth
MaddockDillon has wittily comparedto the uncensored and unstructuredfilms
of "pre-codeHollywood/'6 Provisionaland indeterminate,developmentally nonlinear, TheInterestingNarrativeis as inconclusive as any of those early novels.
Equianorevised and updated the ending of his Narrativein differenteditions, but
never added a soaring, rhetorical finale. The psychic and physical pilgrimage
remains incomplete. And appropriatelyso: the slave trade was not abolished on
British ships until 1807. Equiano died in 1797. As TheInterestingNarrativetestifies, the author can experience no triumphant conclusion until slavery is
abolishedeverywhere.
I begin this essay by reminding the readerof the moral, formal,and structural
indeterminacyat the heart of TheInterestingNarrativeto underscorethe point that
a text can be simultaneouslypolemically powerful and unresolved. It is crucialto
rememberthis because we are currentlyembroiled in a debate about the authenticity of some parts of TheInterestingNarrativethat has been taken up by academics and scholars in North America, Great Britain, and Africa with such gusto,
hyperbole, and emotional excess that it threatens to topple The Interesting
Narrative'snear-canonicalstatus. The source of all this agitation is archivalwork
by Vincent Carretta,one of Equiano'smost assiduous biographers.Setting out to
elaborate the historical basis of The Interesting Narrative and to illuminate
Equiano's remarkable life, Carretta has unearthed numerous documents that
confirm the historical accuracy of much of Equiano's memoir from about age
eleven, when he is sold in Virginia to a British Navy lieutenant until his mid5

Equiano was charged, in effect, with insubordinationagainst his white colleagues. It was a
complicatedincident,with severalpoints of view, but it appearsthat Equiano'sbiggest offense
was "takingevery means to actuatethe minds of the Blacksto discord"(quoted in Equianothe
African229).He was the only personof Africandescentin the programand had the audacityto
expose his colleagues' profiteering at the government's expense and at the expense of the
impoverished Blacks being returned to Sierra Leone. Equiano's complaints against Joseph
Irwin led directlyto his dismissal, though Carrettamaintainsthat the firing was not "racially
motivated" (Equianothe African 229).

6 Dillon made this remarkon a
Society of EarlyAmericanistspanel dedicated to the reissue of
Revolutionand the Word:The Rise of the Novel in Americain an expanded edition ("Colloquy").
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forties, when he publishes TheInterestingNarrative.Carrettahas found any number of minor discrepancies among the various documents that challenge, in
relatively small ways, Equiano'sbirth date, the time and place of numerous incidents and encounters in the book, as well as the arrival and departure dates of
various ships on which he served. These discrepancieshave provided fodder for
historians, so the immediate benefit of the controversy is that it has thrown a
spotlight on new archives and posed new questions for historians to explore. I
suspect that, partly inspired by the Equiano controversy, we wil! come to learn
far more than we ever have before about the eighteenth-centuryEuropeanslave
trade as well as intra-Africanslavery.
However, over and above any other evidence, two documents that Carretta
cites have turned Equiano studies upside down. These are a 1759 parish baptismal record and a 1773 ship muster.7Bothrefer to Equiano as "Gustavus Vassa,"
the third of three slave names bestowed upon the young boy and the one he retained throughout his life in correspondenceand on legal documents. The 1759
baptismal record lists Gustavus Vassa as a "Blackborn in Carolina12 years old"
and then there's the 1773 ship muster for the RaceHorsethat lists among the rollcall of the crew a "Gust.Weston"and a "Gust.Feston"of "S.Carolina."
SouthCarolina?If Equiano was born in South Carolina, not the west coast of
Africa, then Equiano might not be an Igbo-speakingAfrican (as he claimed) but
an American. If so, the authenticity of the first thirty pages of The Interesting
Narrative(about one-seventh of the whole) is questionable. The first part otThe
InterestingNarrativetells the story of Equiano'sabduction by other Africans and
then his incomparably harsher enslavement by whites. It includes a powerful
first-hand account of the Middle Passage. Selections from these opening pages
are frequentlyreprintedin anthologies and textbooks.Writingfor the Chronicleof
HigherEducation,JenniferHoward compares the impact of Carretta'sargument
that Equiano may have been born in South Carolina to being "told that
Meriwether Lewis and William Clark never made it past St. Louis in 1803 and
that Lewis's famous diary of the Louisiana Purchase expedition was an embroidery of reportsfrom trappersand AmericanIndians"("Unraveling"par. 1).
Regardlessof their authenticity,the Middle Passage sections of TheInteresting
Narrativeare unforgettable. After being kidnapped from "a charming fruitful
vale, named Essaka" (32) by other Africans and marched through various
Africannations for six or seven months, Equianofinally reachesthe sea where he
encounterswhite slavers who take him aboard a ship bound for the West Indies.
There,he witnesses a new level of barbarity:

7 Carrettafirst
published an accountof the two documentsin 1995,including the informationin
the footnotes in the Penguin edition of TheInterestingNarrative.No one paid attention until
1999,when Carrettapublished an articlein the Britishhistoricaljournal Slaveryand Abolition
that spelled out what he saw to be the implicationof the documents.The controversyhas been
acceleratedby the 2005 publication of Carretta'sfull-length biography, Equianothe African:
Biographyof a Self-MadeMan. Bugg argues that we do not even know for certain that the
"Weston"recorded on the RaceHorseregister was "Vassa/' since many people with similar
names lived in the region at thattime (1424-26).
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When I lookedround the ship too, and saw a largefurnace of copperboiling, and a
multitude of blackpeople of every description chained together,every one of their
countenancesexpressing dejectionand sorrow, I no longer doubtedof my fate, and,
quite overpowered with horror and anguish, I fell motionless on the deck and
fainted. (55)

Even the pathetic countenanceof his comrades cannot prepare him for the fetid
horrorsof the ship's hold:
With the loathsomenessof the stench, and crying together,I becameso sick and low
that 1 was not able to eat. ... [T]wo of the white men offeredme eatables;and, on my
refusing to eat, one of them held mefast by the hands, and laid me across, I think,
the windlass, and tied myfeet, while the otherflogged me severely.... I would have
jumped over the side, but I could not; and, besides, the crew used to watch us very
closely who were not chaineddown to the decks,lest we should leap into the water;
and I have seen some of these poor African prisoners most severely cut for attempting to do so, and hourly whippedfor not eating. (56)

Because this purports to be a first-personaccount of the Middle Passage written
by one of the victims of the trans-Atlanticslave trade, it has enormous historical
importanceand even greateraffective significance.It has been read as a survivor
memoir from one of the most heinous and systematic forms of genocide in human history. Ratherthan Howard's comparison with Lewis and Clark, a better
one (in terms of its emotional valence) might be to think of what the reaction
might be if someone were to suddenly discover that an iconic work such as Anne
Frank's diary was written by someone who had never experienced the
Holocaust.
Many of those engaged in this debate (both in the academy and in the popular
press) are rushing headlong to the judgment that Olaudah Equiano is a prevaricator. Carrettais careful (sometimes annoyingly so) to insist that his evidence is
not one hundred percent conclusive, but he also likes to say that it is significant
enough that now the "burden of proof" rests on those who would insist that
Equiano was born in Africa.8Some eminent historians, such as Paul Lovejoy,
continue to argue for Equiano'sAfrican birth. Others, such as Philip Morgan or
James Walvin, are leaning toward thinking that Equiano was possibly born
somewhere in the Americas.9We have a series of quandaries here, all of which
are intriguing:
8 In a forum on
Equianoin HistoricallySpeaking,Carrettafuels the debate by insisting that now
the "burdenof proof" is "on those who believe that TheInterestingNarrativeis a historically
accuratepiece of nonhction"("Does EquianoStill Matter?"4). Yet in answering his critics in
that forum,he retreatsinto qualificationsthatborderon hedging:"Lookat the numberof times
the words may,might,if, and wlietherappearin my initialforumessay and otherwritingson the
subject. If I have foreclosed the possibility that Equiano's account of an African birth and
upbringingis accurate,why have I spent so much energy trying to identify the ships that may
have broughtEquianofromAfricato Barbados,and fromthereto Virginia?"("Response"14).
9
My thanks to Paul Lovejoy, Philip Morgan, and James Walvin for answering numerous
personalqueriesaboutthis intriguingquestionwith circumspectionand care.
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To believe Equianoor the baptismaland ship's muster.
To interpretwhat the baptismaland ship's muster mean.
To understand what difference being "African" would mean to
Equiano'snarrative.
To evaluate the worth of the text if the Africanbirth is fabricated.
To understandwhat, exactly, it meant in the eighteenth century to use
some combination of fact and fiction in a "narrative"and what it
means today.
The debate is heated because the questions raised by the documents are large.
Was Equiano/ Vassa the son of an African "chief"(32) before he was abducted
and forced into slavery, thus making him one of the only victims of the heinous
Middle Passage to write about it?10Or was Equiano/Vassa actually an ex-slave
from South Carolina who invented the Middle Passage sequence in The
InterestingNarrativefrom other sources and from his own imagination,thus making him the author of a compelling and genre-defining slave narrativethat was,
at its foundation, fictional?If it turns out that Equiano/Vassa was born in South
Carolina,does that change the significance of TheInterestingNarrativeas a literary text and a historicaldocument?How and to what extent?If Equiano/Vassa is
a liar, should we still be teachinghim, or is TheInterestingNarrativesimply a hoax
that deserves to be disregarded?Should we, as one scholar has insisted, be saying "Goodbye,Equiano,the African"?11
I'm not ready to get rid of Olaudah Equiano. If it turns out that Carrettaand
others are right in their suppositions that Equiano was a South Carolinianwho
fictionalized the first part of his narrative, then, at the very least, we need to
claim him as one of the first Americannovelists. I am being only partly facetious
in suggesting that, if historiansof the Britisheighteenth century want to dismiss
the book based on tenuous and still not fully explained archivalfindings, then so
be it. I'm ready to take him over to this side of the Atlantic and proclaimhim the
Fatherof the AmericanNovel.

10

Fetishizing the "firstness"of Equiano'saccount is problematicon many levels, not the least
being that many other Africans who experienced the Middle Passage also wrote or related
stories about this horrific experience. Of particularinterest is Mahommah G. Baquaqua,a
native of Zoogoo [Djougou],who is the subjectof a full-lengthbiographyby Paul Lovejoyand
RobinLaw.

11 TrevorBurnard
placesEquianowithin a contemporarytraditionof lies, hoaxes, and frauds(Bill
Clinton's "I did not have sex with that woman," Tony Blair's lies about weapons of mass
destruction in Iraq, Paul de Man's hidden past, the Alan Sokal hoax, and historian Joseph
Ellis'sfabrications).He writes, "Ifindeed Equianowas American,not African(and it should be
noted that Carretta'sdoubts about his identity are founded on strong circumstantialevidence
ratherthan on hardfact),then he has lied aboutthe most importantfeatureof his life
In my
a
in
cannot
remain
central
the
reconstruction
of
the
Atlantic
world
opinion, Equiano
figure
unless the doubt that Carrettahas cast upon his authenticityas an Africandisappears"(11).
Another apt point of comparisonis the case of RigobertaMenchu,the complexitiesof which
have been elaboratedby the authorsin TheRigoberta
MenchûControversy
(2001).
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Think about what it would do to the early Americanliterarycanon if it began
with Equiano. Consider the interesting symmetry if the two first American novels, both published in 1789, were The Interesting Narrativeand William Hill
Brown's ThePowerof Sympathy.William Hill Brown published his romanà clef
anonymously. The semi-autobiographicalnovel was subsequently attributed to
SarahWentworth Morton, and there is even some (contradictory)evidence that
an attempt was made to restrictits distributionafter it was published. ThePower
of Sympathywas "Founded in Truth" (8)- too much so. Brown revealed to the
general public insider knowledge of a scandal (and subsequent hypocrisy, if not
a cover-up) among Boston's high born. Either of his own accord or because he
was run out of town, William Hill Brown left Boston and the literary life for
North Carolina,where he was instrumental in creating the nation's first public
institutionof higher education,the Universityof North Carolina.12
If Olaudah Equiano is a black Southern ex-slave from South Carolina, who
made his way to England as a slave, bought his own freedom, sailed all over the
world, and then wrote about it in a fictionalized narrativeunder an identity that
may have been partially assumed, then we have two quite remarkablestories of
personal distress and political subterfuge at the beginning of an American literary tradition.The American South has a new role in this account of origins and
so does abolitionism (ThePowerof Sympathyalso includes powerful abolitionist
passages). If Equiano "passed"for over two centuriesas an African-Englishman,
then Americanistsshould claim him at the beginning of our literarytradition.
As appealing as that appropriationmight be, however, I would suggest that it
is prematureto switch the genres and genealogies of this seminal narrativewithout first thinking through the implicationsof the currentdebate about Equiano's
veracity and a number of larger questions that are, precisely, about the significance of genre and genealogy to literary and historical study. The terms of the
debate, the investments of those involved in the debate, and the assumptions behind those investments are almost as complicated,contradictory,and indeterminate as TheInterestingNarrative.The currentdebate is itself a text that demands a
reading because it evokes issues that are key to TheInterestingNarrativeand have
implicationsthat extend farbeyond.
What I will argue throughout the rest of this essay is that it is no coincidence
that the debate revolves around indeterminacy.Indeterminacyis constitutive of
the slave narrative as a genre. Why? Because it is constitutive of the lives of
slaves or ex-slaves in a world where slavery is sanctioned. Analyzing the debate
provides ways to assess the contingencies Equiano had to face in writing The
InterestingNarrative, while opening up a range of large questions about
interpretation- of literarytexts, of archivaldocuments, or any other kind of data.
These are both literary-historicalquestions and historiographieones. By "historiographie"I mean to call attentionto the narrativesembedded even within seemingly transparent historical documents. I am arguing that eighteenth-century
literary texts consistently blurred the line between autobiography and novel,
12 For a fuller discussion of nationalist
appropriations,the proprietaryassertion of origins, the
mythicalpower of "firstness,"and the dubious teleologies of canonization,see my discussion
of The Power of Sympathyin Revolutionand the Word(153-84).
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between factual and fictional self-creations, and that, wherever Equiano was
born, he wrote a narrativethat- like all those of his era- blended genres. Further, I am arguing that the documentaryrecord can have a similarly ambiguous
status, as Hayden White long ago observed in Metahistory(1973), and as many
others have insisted subsequently.What exactly constitutes archivaltruth?What
is the role of the narrator(the person passing along information)and the scribe
(the person taking down the information)in the creationof evidence? How does
the condition of slavery furtherimbricaterelationshipsof power and knowledge
that the historicalrecord tacitly inscribes?In unraveling the terms of the current
debate, the investments of its participants, and the assumptions behind those
investments, we can gain a far deeper understandingof the stakes- for Olaudah
Equianoand his readers- in TheInterestingNarrativeitself.
Readingthe Debate
Let's start with the baptismal certificate.Normally, finding archival data can be
like locating the proverbialneedle in the haystack,but Equiano made life easier
for future biographersby including all the relevant data in chapter4 ("Authoris
baptized").He tells us that his owner, Michael Henry Pascal, assigned him to be
a servant to his cousins, Elizabeth Martha and Mary Guerin. From the sisters
Guerin, Equiano learns to comprehend everything that is said to him in English
and learns to speak it "tolerablywell" (77). The sisters even send him to school.
He is treated well by them. However, from one of their servants, Equianolearns
that he "could not go to heaven, unless [he] was baptized" (78). He communicates his "anxiety to the eldest Miss Guerin"and presses her to have him baptized. At first, Pascal forbids it, but then he relents at his cousin's behest (owing
to the fact that he was "under some obligation" to Miss Guerin's brother,
Maynard).13"So I was baptized at St. Margaret's church, Westminster, in
February 1759, by my present name" (78), Equiano writes. It is this baptismal
record at St. Margaret's for February 9, 1759 that Carretta cites. It reads:
"GustavusVassa Blackborn in Carolina12 years old."14
What are we to make of this? First,it is pertinent that nothing about the manner in which Equiano conveys information about the baptism in The Interesting
Narrativearouses suspicion, even when re-reading it in light of Carretta'sargument. The text itself is accurate and guileless about the location of this record.
There is no defensiveness or rationalization,no sense that the baptismal certificate is potentially embarrassing, that it could expose the deepest secret of
13

IgnatiusSancho,anotherfamous AfricanBritishwriter, was marriedat St. Margaret'schurch
only two months before Equiano was baptized there. Sancho lived near the Guerins in
Greenwich(EquianotheAfrican81). Sancho's son, William,was one of the original subscribers
to The InterestingNarrative.

14 I am
grateful to Paul Lovejoy for sending me the reproduction of this page from the St.
Margaret's baptismal registry. My intention in this essay is not to add to the archival
discussions but to address the historiographieand literary issues arising from the debate. I
have not done archivalresearchfor this essay and my commentshere are limited only to this
one page of the registry. Professor Lovejoy notes that all the records from St. Margaret's
Churchhave been transcribed.They includebaptismsfor otherblacksand for otherslaves.
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Equiano'slife- the "proof"that he was not born in Africa, as he has claimed for
the preceding seventy pages of his narrative.Although the narrativewas written
thirty years after the baptism, Equiano remembers that he was baptized under
his most recently bestowed slave name, Gustavus Vassa- the name Pascal gave
him shortly afterhe purchasedhim in Virginia.Presumably,then, Equianoknew
what was on the baptismal record when he wrote about it many years later but
felt no reason to hide its existence.
A second curious point about the baptismal record is its form. The handwriting is the same for all the entries on the page, indicating that it was written by a
professional scribe. But what I find moving about the page in which Equiano's
baptism is recorded is its disruption of the form followed by the other entries on
the page:
William Wharton
Diana Stacey
Gustavus Vassa
ElizabethHusbands
Hannah Day

S. of Robertby Mary
D. of Williamby Frances
a Blackborn in Carolina12 years old
D. ofWm by Mary 5 years old
D. of Christopherby Mary

As with virtually all record-keeping (even the most mundane and seemingly
transparent),complex social ideologies are embedded in the form; some things
are deemed important to record and others are not. In the other entries on this
page, we see the child's name first, recorded with the Christianname and then
the family name. Following the child's name is an ascriptionof gender and patrilineage (son or daughter of), then comes the father's Christian name, and then
," followed by the Christianname of the mother. The structural
"by
in
the
cases other than Vassa's is that the father and mother are
presumption
married and that they share the family name of the child being baptized. The
child is, presumably,"legitimate."
The entry for "GustavusVassa" is different, and here again we see the indeterminacy inherent in the condition of slavery. The name is a highly unusual
slave name, not a "birthname" in any definitive sense. After he purchased the
young boy (who previously had been given the Christiannames "Michael"and
"Jacob"),Pascal renamed him after a heroic medieval king of Sweden (Gustavus
Vasa) renowned for protectinghis people against the tyranny of Denmark.Interest in this historical figure had been revived in eighteenth-century England
where Vasa was celebratedas an icon of freedom and liberty.But we know from
TheInterestingNarrativethat Pascal bestowed this grand name upon the boy at
the same time that he lied to him. Pascal insisted he would bring the boy to
England and freedom when he was planning to sell him in the West Indies
where he would be exposed to the most extremeforms of slavery:
While I was on boardthis ship, my captain and master named me Gustavus Vasa
[sic]. I at that time began to understandhim a little, and refusedto be called so, and
told him as well as I could that I would be called Jacob;but he said I should not,
and still called me Gustavus;and when I refusedto answer to my new name, which
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at first I did, it gained me many a cuff; so at length I submitted, and by which I
have beenknown ever since. (64)

Even the young boy understands the sadism motivating slave owners to bestow
illustrious names such as "Achilles"or "Horatio"(or "Gustavus Vassa") upon
men ignominiously reduced to the status of property. Equiano has to be beaten
before he accedes to his new name. It is the fraught nomenclature of chattel
slavery- not a "Christian"name in the standard sense of the word that is
recordedon the baptismalregistry.
And what a curious entry this is! No father's name, no mother's name, no
patrilineal descent. We have the slave name, then a designation by color
("Black"),a birthplace,an age. Race and birthplacestand in for parentage, with
one implication being that "a Black born in Carolina"would have been born a
slave and thereforelacked parents.Slaverynegates parentage.
Not even a mother?I am haunted by the form of this seemingly simple entry
and its cavalier substitutions. In TheInterestingNarrative,we learn of the child
Equiano's doting African mother and heroic, proud father. They are not on the
registry.Farmore is going on here than a simple registrationof South Carolinaas
a birthplace.There is an exorcism here- of Equiano'snon-Christianpast. It is an
We don't know the agency (Miss Guerin or the desexorcism of his African-ness.
believes
who
Christianitywill set him free) or the reason. Only
perate young boy
the form. Only the absence.
This ultimate "natal alienation" (in Orlando Patterson's famous phrase)15is
preserved in the baptismal record. It is documentary evidence of erasure this
archival dissociation from the past (the negation of black and /or African
parentage)- is not accompanied by anything like a solid legal present or a
promise for the future. We are reminded of the slave's simultaneously
indeterminateand overdeterminedhabitusonce again. ElizabethMarthaGuerin,
who accompanied him to St. Margaret'sChurch,is not the child's godmother of
record, the Christian stand-in for the pagan and absent mother. Her brother,
Maynard,is not inscribed as the child's godfather either, although Equiano tells
us he attended in that role. The baptismalrecordunderscoreshow alone Equiano
is in the world. As we read the various family trees inscribed in the baptismal
registry,we see that "GustavusVassa"inhabits a differentworld, a world of survival through denial.
Now let us return to the debate. From this baptismal record, do I know that
Gustavus Vassa was really born in Carolina?No more than I know that he was
twelve in 1759.16Or that his name was "Gustavus Vassa."Or that he had no father and no mother. Or that he has renounced his former (African)religion and
fully embracedChristiantheological principles.A form of radical unknowing a
suppression of lived history is being performed in this document. It's all
artifice,all a charade.
15 See Patterson38 and
passim.
16
Equiano'sbirth year is currentlybeing debated by historians.The archive, like the narrative
itself, offersambiguousor inconsistentevidence on this point.
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It is a charade with a purpose. I would suggest that the main purpose- as
with the other documents dutifully noted in the text- is to "certify"Equiano's
status. In this case, despite the lack of Christian parents, Equiano is worthy of
being baptized. The young Equiano believes baptism is important. But he is
wrong about what the baptism means. He thinks it is instrumental;he thinks being baptized will allow him to go to heaven. And he thinks it means that he is no
longer a slave.
Soon afterhe is baptized,Equianois taken by Pascal as his steward on another
voyage. He is "promoted ... to the rating of able seaman" in 1762, at the age of
fifteen (EquianotheAfrican82). He is paid wages, which Pascal takes for himself.
He also progresses in his schooling, advancing in his life-long quest to improve
in reading, writing, and arithmetic,learning how to shave and dress hair, and
learning how to understand the Bible. An older man, Daniel Queen, befriends
him and interpretsBiblicalpassages for him. Equianonotes: "I was wonderfully
surprised to see the laws and rules of my country written almost exactly here"
(92). The reference here is to the common idea that slavery could not exist on
Britishsoil- more an ideal than an actuality and one challenged in several court
decisions,but obviously an ideal that the young Equianobelieves in.17
Given the relative freedom he has experienced as a sailor, given his master's
relative kindness, and given his recent baptism, Equianois confident that Pascal
"had no right to detain me";Pascal has "paid attentionto my morals;and would
never suffer me to deceive him, or tell lies, of which he used to tell me the consequences;and that if I did so, God would not love me" (92).In other words, Pascal
professes to be a Christian.Ergo,he cannot own anotherChristian.
When Pascal proceeds to make arrangementsto sell Equiano into the appalling West Indian slave trade, Equianocannot believe his ears. Assuming Pascal is
playing by the moral rules he's learned about in the Bible, Equiano demands to
be freed. He is shocked when Pascalforces him onto a barge without his personal
belongings and threatens to slit his throat if he tries to leave his sight. Soon
thereafter,Pascal does indeed sell his young slave to one James Doran, Captain
of the Charming Sally, a ship bound for the West Indies. Equiano cannot comprehend that any of this is really happening to him:
But I have served him, said I, many years, and he has takenall my wages and prizemoney,for I only got one sixpence during the war; besides this I have been baptized;and by the laws of the land no man has a right to sell me: and I added, that I
had hearda lawyer, and others at differenttimes, tell my master so. . . . Upon this
Captain Doran said I talkedtoo much English; and if! did not behavemyself well,
and be quiet, he had a methodon boardto makeme. I was too well convincedof his
power over me to doubt what he said: and my former sufferings in the slave-ship
presenting themselves to my mind, the recollection of them made me shudder.
However, beforeI retired,I told them that as I could not get any right among men
17 Carrettanotes that in his 1765 Commentaries
on the Lawsof England,Sir William Blackstone
states that "a slave or negro, the instanthe lands in England,becomes a freeman"{Equianothe
African85n).Blackstonelaterequivocatedon this point, as did others,as detailedby two recent
booksby SimonSchamaand CassandraPybus.
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here, I hoped I should hereafterin Heaven; and I immediatelyleft the cabin,filled
with resentmentand sorrow. (93-94)

Equiano's (white) friends on shipboard insist they will rescue him but, as with
several parallelincidents related subsequently in the text, no one saves him. The
older man who taught him to understand the Bible and was "like a father"(92)
seems to have vanished.
Until the sale, Equiano is convinced that being a "blackChristian"means he
will be set free. Baptismmeans he will be governed by the rules of the Bible upon
which, he believes, British law is based. The shock almost kills him: "I was so
bowed down with grief that I could not hold up my head for many months; and
if my new master had not been kind to me, I believe I should have died under it
at last" (100).From thence after in TheInterestingNarrative,Equianotypically deploys the appellation "Christian" sarcastically when it pertains to white
slaveholders.
Let's returnto the question in the debate that has overwhelmed the wrenching
story of the baptism itself. Why did Equianoor his godmother say he was "from
Carolina" on his baptismal record? In addition to the psychological issue of
shame of his "pagan"past, there may have been quasi-legal or jurisdictionalreasons. Carolinawas part of GreatBritain'scolonies in 1759, of course, and therefore subjectto Britishcustom if not always law. The hope might well have been
that if Equiano was a British subject and baptized, he would be set free. British
laws- based as they were (Equianoinsists) on the Bible- would not pertain in
Africaor to a citizen of Africa.That continent,as we know from the beginning of
TheInterestingNarrative,was up for grabs, with virtually any Africanvulnerable
both to inter-tribalkidnapping (as happened to the young Equiano)and then for
sale to European slavers. The Europeans themselves grabbed who they could,
didn't ask many questions, and fought among themselves, regularly attacking
one another's coastal strongholds in an attempt to have greater access to slaves.
Claiming a South Carolina birth may have seemed more like laying claim to
Britishmorals and customs if not quite legal jurisdiction.As Carrettadiscusses at
length, Britishlaw was by no means clear on the issue of slavery within Britain,
and the courts were clogged with contradictoryrulings and legal opinions about
the status of slaves and ex-slaves who came to England from British colonies.18
But contradictionsalso leave openings. In TheInterestingNarrative,when Equiano
provides the details of his baptism, it is to prove the hypocrisy of the Christians
who enslave him. The baptism is a fraud. A Christiancan own a Christian- and
sell one too. 19

18 Foran excellentreview
essay on recentbooks addressingthis topic, see Jill Lepore,"Goodbye,
Columbus/' TheNew Yorker,
May8, 2006,74-78.
19 Whether The
InterestingNarrativeis or is not a Christianconversionnarrativein the Methodist
oratorical mode is not the subject of this essay. However, I argue that, throughout the
Narrative,Equianois canny aboutthe hypocrisyof Christiansand often uses their own rhetoric
againstthem. He can simultaneouslybe sincereand strategicin his affiliationsand convictions,
religious and otherwise.He would not survive as a formerslave without such strategies.Fora
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Are these various psychological, moral, instrumental,or legal hypotheses the
real reasons why the baptismal record says "bornin Carolina"?I have no idea.
And no one else does either.What I do know, however, is that to read an archive
divorced from context is analogous to reading a work of literaturewithout attention to generic conventions. Context provides the framework for our reading.
Given the level of detail supplied by TheInterestingNarrative,given the faith that
Equiano places in documents (including several, like the manumission papers,
that he quotes verbatim in the text), we are compelled to understand why
Equiano cared about the baptismal record. In the manner of other slave narratives, credibility is exactly the reason for alluding to the baptismal record in the
first place. He (or Miss Guerin) had some reason for listing "Carolina,"but the
designation (and the potential discrepancy) seems not to be significant for the
adult authorwho describesthe baptism retrospectively.
We have to ask similar questions about the 1773 ship muster for the Race
Horse,which lists Equiano'sbirthplaceas "S. Carolina."Did Equiano say he was
from South Carolinabecause he'd said so fourteen years earlieron his baptismal
record?Perhapshe said so for the jurisdictionalreason I've noted earlier.Or perhaps he wanted to be Carolinianbecause there was, as historian John Thornton
documents, a "hierarchyof occupational status" among slaves; "newly arrived
Africans"were less likely to be favored than second-generationslaves, créoles, or
mulattos (327). Shame of national origin, assimilationist hubris- an all-toofamiliarimmigrantdialectic. Carrettanotes that there were others on the voyage
who listed African birthplaces,but, since we do not know the circumstancesof
their lives, this fact in itself proves little.20Maybe Equianofeared he wouldn't be
paid as well or would be less likely to be chosen for this voyage if he said he was
African.Again, we do not know. All we know is that, for one reason or another,
he was selected for the prestigious trip to the Arctic as part of an expedition to
find a passage to India.
It is also possible that the ship's clerk simply misunderstood what Equiano
told him. The clerk got the odd name wrong twice. "Gus. Weston." "Gus.
Feston," he wrote.21Perhaps the same impatience with odd-sounding names
made him mis-hear "Essaka"as "Carolina."Or perhaps, like countless immigrants who passed through Ellis Island, after having had his name botched,
Equiano just decided that "Carolina"was easier to say and would raise fewer
different discussion of Christianity and postcoloniality in Equiano, see Potkay and
Aravamudan.
20 Carrettaalso
repeats the claim made by others that the British Navy (and seafaring more
generally) was a remarkablynon-racialized hierarchy,based largely on skill (Equianothe
African74). However, numerousstoriesthroughoutTheInterestingNarrativebelie this. On land
and sea, Equianosees how often otherblackboys are recaptured,sometimes to be torturedor
.killed. On land and sea, Equianois also swindled. If there is relative freedom at sea, there is
also a constant threat of recapture.Given that the BritishNavy was built on the back of the
Africanslave trade,as ArthurHermannotes, it is hard to imagine that the sea was much more
egalitarian,in the end, than the land. The Africanslave tradein Britainexpanded from "barely
7,000personsin 1650to almost70,000a year by 1750- half of them in Britishships" (238).
21 The dates in these records are inconsistent, too, for that matter. If the
baptismal record is
correct,then Equianowas bornin 1747;if the ship musterrecordis right, 1745.
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questions than "Essaka."Maybe- to simplify matters- Equiano routinelygave
Carolinaas his birthplaceand, to date, we've only stumbled on two of dozens of
recordsstill to be found.
ImmigrantLives, ImmigrantLies
Unlike many post-EmancipationU.S. slave narrativesas well as immigrantliterature of the nineteenth and twentieth centuries written by those who have been
acculturated to Anglo-American middle-class mores, The InterestingNarrative
includes very few anecdotes designed to emphasize Equiano's skills at lying,
cunning, and deceit. He takes the high ground most times, with a rhetorical
stance that is typically industrious and moralistic. He is more often the victim
than the knave. If he had to tell lies to survive, he does not boast about them
within The InterestingNarrative.In the moral universe of the text, lying is the
province of white slave owners and others who take advantage of the power
structureof chattelslavery and who, in turn, are morallycorruptedby it.
Yet even the pious, humble, and good Equianois occasionally forced to resort
to deception when it benefits someone else. The most telling incident of this kind
occurs when he befriends a cook named John Annis, "a very clever black man"
who, though parted from his owner "by consent,"is later forciblyremoved from
a ship as the white crew looks on (179).Equianonotes: "I proved the only friend
he had, who attempted to regain him his liberty, if possible, having known the
want of liberty myself" (180). To help him, Equiano whitens his face and attempts to deliver a writ of habeas corpus to Annis's master. He also asks the
prominent philanthropist and abolitionist Granville Sharp to plead for Annis.
Nothing works. In the end, Equiano is cheated by an attorney, and Annis is delivered to St. Kitts where he was, "according to custom, staked to the ground
with four pins through a cord, two on his wrists, and two on his ankles, was cut
and flogged most unmercifully,and afterwardsloaded cruelly with irons about
his neck"(181).
Equiano's attempted racial passing and deception are in a good cause- but
they result in betrayal and failure. His exploit is dispiriting; it bears no resemblance to emancipatoryunderclass narrativesof using one's wiles to obtain success against all odds - heroic stories often repeated by one's peers with
admiration,such as that of the legendary Dick Whittingtonor, much later, Henry
Box Brown. Equiano'smemoir foreshadows many later aspects of the slave narrative genre, but bears little psychic resemblance,in tone or narrativeforce,to the
triumphant oral and literary tradition of outsmarting "the Man" that Grant
Farredsees as a hallmarkof the "Blackvernacularintellectual."Equianotakes no
boastful glee in his lying skills, but evading impending disaster (by any means
necessary)is a leitmotif throughoutTheInterestingNarrativeas it is in virtuallyall
survivor stories.
Since beginning the writing of this essay, I have asked probably two dozen
friends and colleagues if they know of any family lies or mistakes around circumstances of safe passage, cultural assimilation, or social climbing. To date, I
have not discovered a single person who has not heard a family story, passed
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down from generation to generation,about some turning point that required either a deception or acceptance of someone's ignorance, often about a changed
name or birthplace. "Immigrantlies" (a variation on what Lisa Lowe calls "immigrant acts") are almost a marker of the genre of immigrant literature, especially (but by no means exclusively) of the familiar Ellis Island immigrant
generation. I have heard many stories in my extended family of how Canadian
Metis (intermixedCrée and French)became "100%Indian"or "a lot more white"
depending on the changing treaty policies in a given decade or a specific province of Canada.I have heard about false occupationsgiven on visa documents in
order to fill an occupationalneed and false countries of origin (Barbadosinstead
of Haiti- and vice versa) depending on changing immigration quotas. Some
Japaneseinlaws in the 1940s changed their names and gave Chinese birthplaces
to try to escape being sent to internmentcamps in both Canadaand the U.S. Others (living in Chicago at the early part of the twentieth century) fudged the relevant details in order to receive higher wages in the meat packing industry. You
were paid according to country of origin, more if you were from Armenia,
Germany, France, or northern Italy, less if you were from Poland, Greece, or
southern Italy. Various family members passed, often constructing elaborate
ruses to assume new identities.
In a finely documented and argued articlein AmericanQuarterly,Anna PeglerGordon tells the story of photographers who supplied Western or Chinese
clothes (depending on what a particularcircumstancedemanded) for those needing to fake I.D/s during the era of the Chinese ExclusionActs.22 In order to circumvent the changing and inconsistent immigration rules and customs, you
sometimes needed to don the fake queue and the Mandarinjacket. Or, at other
times, it was necessary to look "American,"and then clients could borrow Western clothes to wear in photographs that would "prove"their identity. Feet exposed or hidden, a wedding ring in view or not, long hair or short: all of these
had legal weight and meaning. "Paper families" were contrived, with the invented history passed on sometimes for generations.The historianneeds to read
old passport and visa photographscarefully,in view of a multiplicity of complex
regulations,and needs to be equally skepticalof received family histories.
Let me get personal for a moment. My middle name- Mae- was given to me
in honor of my beloved grandmother,Mae Notari. When she died, we found her
immigration papers, and "Mae"wasn't on them. The given name listed for the
two-year-old who came through Ellis Island in her parents' arms was
"Enricetta."Why? Her father was named "Paolo"not "Enrique,"and no one in
my family has any idea where that odd name on the visa came from. Maybe
some overworked immigration official wrote some other infant's name in the
blank on my grandmother'spapers? Or maybe "Enricetta"really was her birth
name and then, at some point, she switched to "Mae" because it "sounded
American"? I have no idea. But don't you call my grandmothera liarI

22 Foran excellentarticleon the reasons
why dubious "facts"sometimesenteredinto the archives
of former slaves, see Sharon Ann Musher, "ContestingThe Way the Almighty Wants It':
CraftingMemoriesof Ex-Slavesin the Slave NarrativeCollection"(1-31).
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I'm not willing to "call Equiano a liar" either- or at least not without an
appreciationof what it means to lie in the face of extenuating political and social
exigencies. I would hesitate to make categoricalpronouncementson the basis of
two documents that he may well have had good reason to fake. Or not. The point
is we simplydo not know.The larger point is that decades of excellent work on
race, ethnicity, and immigration,on the transatlanticslave trade, on postcolonial
theory, on Whitean metahistory and Deleuzian rhizomatic narrative, and on
Foucauldianand Derrideanskepticisms about the archive, should have made us
far more circumspect about how to read documents- any kind of documents,
but certainlythe documents of the dispossessed, disenfranchised,and imperiled.
And surely anyone who has actually gone back recently and read TheInteresting
Narrativeitself- and not merely the proliferationof critical and popular articles
debating its authenticity- should be able to come up with a dozen or two good
and plausible reasons why Equiano's godmother might have lied about his
birthplaceor why he himself might have perpetuated that lie in any number of
circumstances,including on a ship bound for the Arctic. Conversely, we should
know by now that good autobiographersshape their histories to be narratively
and polemically compelling.
Here is what we know from The InterestingNarrativeand what seems to be
confirmed, in historical terms, by Equiano'sbiographers.After being lied to repeatedly, robbed and cheated seemingly as a matter of course, abused verbally
and physically, and subjectedto sights of tortureof others of Africandescent that
no human eyes should ever see, Equiano was able to scrape together seventy
pounds and to buy his freedom in 1766 from the Philadelphia Quaker, Robert
King:
Beforenight, I who had been a slave in the morning, trembling at the will of another, now became my own master, and compleatlyfree. I thought this was the
happiest day I had ever experienced;and my joy was still heightened by the blessings and prayersof the sable race,particularlythe aged, to whom my hearthad ever
been attachedwith reverence.(137)

This moment should be the apotheosis of TheInterestingNarrative;in formalistic
terms, it should be the climax.The manumission paper itself is one of the numerous documents that Equianoquotes in full in the text of TheInterestingNarrative.
And he tells us of his celebration:
In short, the fair as well as blackpeople immediatelystyled me by a new appellation, to me the most desirablein the world, which was freeman, and at the dances I
gave, my Georgiasuperfineblue clothes made no indifferentappearance....Some of
the sablefemales, whoformerly stood aloof, now began to relax, and appearless coy,
but my heartwas still fixed on London,where I hopedto be ere long. (138)

Of course, with joy and superfineclothes and lovely females dancing in the air
of freedom, disaster,in this traumanarrative,is certainto follow. Ratherthan the
climax, manumission is another (and the most dispiriting) moment in the spin-
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ning, vacillating, fugitive life of Olaudah Equiano/ Michael/ Jacob/Gustavus
Vassa. Despite now "being as in my original free African state" (138), he learns,
within the month, that he isn't free at all. Near Savannah, he is ill-treated yet
again by a white man and knows that he cannot protest for "therewas little or no
law for a free negro here" (139). His (white) captain, implicitly resentful of
Equiano's status as a free man, refuses to back him up in this contest with another white man. Equiano fears that he will be stripped and flogged. Rage grips
his soul. He insists that he would "soonerdie like a free man, than suffer myself
to be scourged by the hands of ruffians,and my blood drawn like a slave" (140).
What does this free man have to do to survive? He swallows his pride, hides
for five days, and thereby eludes incarcerationand torture.He can't even die the
heroic death he aspires to. Humiliated, hidden, ignominious, he acquiesces to a
life remarkablylike the enslaved one he thought he'd left behind. He is cheated
again soon thereafterand finds himself overworked and abused on shipboard
once more:"I consented to slave on as before"(141),he writes, metaphoricallyno
freerthan he was before manumission. He was "very apprehensive that my free
voyage would be the very worst I had ever made" (142).
When he finally returnsto England,he pays a visit to the Guerinsisters again,
at least partly to inform them of the barbarous way their cousin Pascal had
treated him. He meets Pascal too, and tries to collect the 10,000pounds in prize
money his former owner owes him. Pascal loses his temper and defiantly challenges Equianoto find a lawyer and just try to get his money. Fearfully,Equiano
drops the case and decides to learn a trade- hair dressing- to support himself.
The new profession is safer but pays so poorly that he realizes he has to go to sea
again to survive economically. He sails to Turkey, Portugal, and Italy. He is
cheated of money by several more white men and physically threatenedby others. He goes to the West Indies where he witnesses all manner of horrors perpetuated against slaves and runaways: black men hanged, tortured, flogged,
stung to death by vermin, burnt alive; black women as young as nine or ten are
raped and brutalizedwith impunity by white men.
Back in England, Equiano meets his "old and good master, Dr. Irving" (172),
whom he joins again as a servant.23He stays in that job until May of 1773when
he signs on with his master to go on an expedition to the North Pole, in search of
a passage to India, conducted by the "HonourableConstantineJohn Phipps, late
Lord Mulgrave, in his Majesty's sloop of war the Race Horse" (172). Again,
Equianogives the details of this voyage and the record,the one that lists him as
from "Carolina."Because of the unusually difficult and hazardous nature of the
23 I am
that details
grateful to Paul E. Lovejoy for sharing with me an unpublished paper
"Gustavus
the
with
on
association
Charles
Vassa,
Shore,
Mosquito
Irving,including
Equiano's
alias OlaudahEquiano,on the MosquitoShore:PlantationOverseercumAbolitionist."Lovejoy
uses Equiano/Vassa's experienceon the MosquitoShoreto supporthis claimof a West African
birth.As Lovejoyargues,Irvingseems to have believed that Equiano/Vassa was born in Africa
"because his job was to help purchase slaves for the Mosquito Shore plantation that were
Vassa's own 'countrymen.'"Lovejoy argues that translatingIgbo language was part of his
duty. The plan was to treat these slaves well and allow them to work for their own freedom,
but implication in this slavery scheme marked a turning point for Equiano/Vassa in his
becomingan abolitionist.
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voyage, Carrettanotes, the Admiraltypermitted a higher number of officers and
gathered together crews of "effective men" rather than "the usual number of
boys" (qtd. in Carretta,Equianothe African146). Equiano was approximately
twenty-eight years old at the time (give or take a few years depending on which
recordor biographerwe believe), and an able and experiencedseaman- "fromS.
Carolina."
People fudge the facts for any number of reasons, but especially when blurring the truth grants them admission to what they desire (entranceinto a bar, a
job, the military, etc.). Interestingly, on the very same Arctic expedition with
Equianowe have a famous incident of calculateddeception. The person in question was the "futurenaval hero," Horatio Nelson (Caretta146). Even though he
was only fourteen, and despite the fact that the leaders of the expedition wanted
mature men, he was allowed to serve on the ship. On the same muster that indicates that "Weston/ Feston"is from Carolina,Horatio Nelson is listed as sixteen
years old, not fourteen. Nelson later wrote about the way he begged, pleaded,
and used family connectionsto be able to board the ship for this exciting expedition.24And a false age was noted for him in the ship's records.Did he lie to fool
the ship's recorder?Or was the recorder,like everyone else, winking at the officially recorded lie in order to let the eager young man aboard?We don't know
the answer to that, but we do know that, subsequently,the lie was configured as
heroic. My point here is that the same muster says Vassa is from Carolina.Perhaps his reason was every bit as compelling as that of the future Admiral
Nelson's.25
If my tone sounds exasperated,it is because I am. Fundamentally,I don't understand what the fuss is about and find it astonishing that a very few miscellaneous records in the life of one of the most successful and visible black men of
the eighteenth century would "count"against the weight of a powerful text as
well as against the implicit and explicit testimony of almost everyone who was
there at the time. This included men like Equiano's friend Quobna Ottobah
Cugoano, who wrote his own account of the Middle Passage (apparently with
the aid of Equiano) in Thoughtsand Sentiments on the Evil and WickedTrafficof the
Slavery and Commerceof the Human Species, Humbly Submitted to the Inhabitantsof
GreatBritain,by OttobahCugoano,A Native of Africa:1787.

If Equiano had lied about being African,surely men like Cugoano and many
others would have known. Equianowas a prominent figure. He was certainlyas
famous- and, in Ralph Ellison's sense, as visible- as any other black man in
England.More to the point, he requiredthe trust of others to publish his book. It
was self-publishedand half of the first print run was sold, Carrettanotes, by subscription (Equianothe African274-75). If the English subscribers such as "His
24 Carretta relates this
story from TheLifeof Admiral LordNelson (Equianothe African 146).

25 Carrettanotes that there were at least two other seamen in the
expedition who were listed as
from Africa,a RichardYorke,born in Guinea,and a JonathanSyfax,born in Madagascar(147).
Carrettasays that they "saw no reason to conceal an African birth." Reviewing Carretta's
biography,ArthurTorrington,Secretaryof the EquianoSociety,notes on his website that there
is no way of knowing if the other Africanson the RaceHorsewere black or if they were exslaves. He also posits many otherplausiblereasonswhy eitherdocumentcould be inaccurate.
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Royal Highness the Prince of Wales/' "His Royal Highness the Duke of York/'
and "His Royal Highness the Duke of Cumberland"(InterestingNarrative18) had
found themselves the victim of a scam artist, a poseur passing himself off as
African,surely they would not have wanted their names listed at the front of his
book. It's not plausible that those in his circle who occupied various places
within the aristocracy,the law courts, Parliament,in literarycircles, and in abolitionist circlesall would have gone along with such a naked lie.26The same is true
for the thousands of other eye witnesses in Equiano'sday, including the miserable group of destitute African immigrants, West African Blacks, East Indians,
and black loyalists from America (all defined as "black,"all castaways of British
imperialism)who were being served by the Committeefor the Relief of the Black
Poor (known unofficially as the "Committeeof Gentlemen")for which Equiano
was appointed a Commissary. A repatriation-to-Africaproject was part of this
Relief commission and Equianowas the only person of Africandescent who was
part of the administration of this project. Given Equiano's high visibility as a
spokesman for Blacks in England as well as for abolitionists and given the success and impact of The InterestingNarrative,it strains credulity to believe that
proponentsof slavery would have allowed so brash a lie to stand. The late eighteenth century was a time where virtually anything could be the subject of diatribe and debate, and it was commonplace for one person to call another a liar.
Similarly,as a number of scholars have suggested, afterthe book was published,
Equiano virtually created the "author tour," hawking his InterestingNarrative
along with abolitionist work by others, and preaching abolitionism all over
England, Ireland, and Scotland, including (courageously) in such centers of the
slave trade (and of pro-slaverysentiment)as Bristol. Equianohimself stood-in as
the embodiment of his narrative,and thus was susceptible to attack. A fraudulent slave narrativewould have been pure gold to the slavers since it would allow them to trumpet about the ways abolitionists exaggerated the evils of
slavery.
And someone did, in fact, accuse Equiano of lying about his African birthplace.27Equiano weathered this accusation,defended himself, and was exonerated while he was still alive. Between the fourth and fifth editions of The
InterestingNarrative,an anonymous attack appeared in The Oracleaccusing
Equiano of lying about his African birth.'This was in 1792, by which time
Equiano's Africanness had taken on a life of its own and been taken up as the
most exciting feature of the text (something Equiano could not have predicted
when he first published The Interesting Narrative since Africanness hadn't
26 For a concise
summary of the various kinds of arguments that Equiano was born in South
Carolinaas well as the arguments that he was born in Africa, see BrycchanCarey's superb
website.
27 It should be noted that,
considerablybefore Carrettamade his arguments about Equiano's
birthplace, Nigerian critic S. E. Ogude argued that Equiano based several of the African
ethnographicdescriptionsfrom other (and wrong) sources. However, Ogude does not claim
that Equiano was not Igbo or that he wasn't born in Africa. Equiano himself footnotes the
sources he uses; as a young child, he could not have known all the details he reports. See
"Factsinto Fiction"and "No RootsHere."
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brought his friend Cugoano equivalent fame or fortune).28This anonymous detractorinsists that Equianowas born in SantaCruz (St. Croix)in the Danish West
Indies. The accuser then proceeds to denounce the authenticityof Equiano'sabolitionism (and that of other popular abolitionists as well): "Modern Patriotism,
which wantons so much in sentiment, is really founded rather in private interested views, than in a regard for the Public Weal" (237).The insinuation here is
that Equiano is just a little too successful and therefore can't be sincere in his
principles. Partsof the accusationwere reprintedin another London newspaper,
TheStar.One has to wonder about the timing of these publications. The first attack appeared April 25 and the second April 27, 1792. That was just two weeks
after Equiano married Susanna Cullen, a (white) Englishwoman with whom he
often preached the abolitionist cause (Equianothe African350). Maybe that's just
coincidental,but it is possible Equianowas simply becoming too "uppish"(in the
eighteenth-century sense) or "uppity" (to use the more racially-inflected
nineteenth-centuryterm).
In any case, fearing for his integrity, Equianoadded a defense to the fifth and
subsequent editions of TheInterestingNarrativeand included letters by various
white people who vouched for his honesty. One of those is from Alexander
Tilloch, publisher of the Star,who wrote: "Afterexamining the paragraphin the
Oracle which immediately follows the one in question, I am inclined to believe
that the one respecting G. V. may have been fabricatedby some of the advocates
for continuing the Slave Trade, for the purpose of weakening the force of the
evidence brought against that trade;for, I believe, if they could, they would stifle
the evidence altogether"(Equiano6). Equiano,in his self-defense, also calls upon
those who knew him as a boy, when he first came to England and only spoke the
African language. One of the people he invokes is Mrs. Baynes, formerly Miss
Guerin,the same woman (his owner's cousin) who brought him to be baptized at
St. Margaret'schurch (Hochshild 370). That seems to have put an end to any disputes about Equiano's African birth. Had others suspected him of lying, one
guesses that the newspaper accusationswould have just been the beginning.
Thatin at least two instancesa birthplaceother than Africawould have been
listed for Equiano does not seem surprising. Possibly from immigrant shame in
the face of the pervasive Europeanidea that Africanswere an inferiorpeople, or
from tensions or status-differenceswithin various Black communities between
Africans and créoles, Equiano may well have lied about his origins on occasion.
There is a long literatureof such racial and immigrantpassing. And it is plausible that, given his appalling experiencewith the SierraLeone repatriationproject
in 1786, where he witnessed Europeans at their basest- stealing from the
provisions and equipment that had been set aside for the impoverished Africans
(who were formerlyenslaved in England)- that he found it essential to proclaim
himself both author and African,no matter what the cost, when he sat down to
write his life story.
That the reverse situation is true strains credulity. A young and anonymous
person could certainly conceal his national origins on occasion if it suited his
28

Cugoano,it should be noted, droppedout of the historicalrecordafterpublishingThoughtsand
It is not even known where or when he died.
Sentiments.
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purposes. But how could a well-known and controversialfigure, writing an abolitionist memoir in a contentious and racialized world, claim he was born in
Africa and grew up speaking Igbo if he wasn't and couldn't?It is simply too big
a rabbitto pull out of the literaryhat. And it seems especially unlikely given the
cautious, ever-documenting,careful,and even paranoid (with good reason) narrator we see revealed throughout The InterestingNarrative- in the footnotes he
appends when he borrows from other sources, in the documents he quotes or
reproduces, in the various dates he gives and even corrects in subsequent editions. More to the point, the imputationthat he would lie in his autobiographyin
order to have lucrative and proprietaryvictim-rights over the narration of the
Middle Passage before that was an established trope seems anachronistic,a reverse engineeringof a literarygenre.
Obviously I read Equiano'sliterarymethod and his characterdifferently than
does Carretta.No doubt, that is why I find the two documents less compelling as
proof that Equiano was born in South Carolina. Let's take a few examples.
Carrettahas said in numerous contexts that, because the rest of TheInteresting
Narrativeis so accurateand verifiable, we have to give even more weight to the
"S. Carolina"reference in the baptismal and ship records and believe Equiano
made up the Africanparts of the book. But even a glance through Carretta'simpressive 678 end notes to his edition of TheInterestingNarrativeshows a wealth of
small discrepanciesthroughout Equiano'stext. Dates, places, voyages, incidents,
chance meetings, implausible encounters, selective memories. These are exactly
the kind of memory lapses and inconsistencies that oral historians, ethnographers, and trial lawyers come to anticipate in first-person retrospective
reporting.29Given eighteenth-centuryideas of narrative, there are, additionally,
generic reasons for the differences. This is advertised as an interestingnarrative,
after all. In eighteenth-centurygeneric terms, this meant borrowing from other
sources where appropriate(Equianoincludes footnote referenceswhich most of
his peers did not), shaping the narrative,exaggerating to make the effect more
"interesting,"and, in other ways, doing what one was supposed to do as an
eighteenth-centurywriter. "Foundedon Truth"(as I argued in Revolutionand the
Word)was a disclaimer of all of the artificeswhich rested on that foundation as
well as a hint to the reader that something really juicy would follow. Equiano is
remarkablyrestrained in his borrowings and fictionalizing when compared to
any number of his peers from Swift to Rousseau. Think about The Interesting
29

In conducting interviews for Closing: The Lifeand Death of an AmericanFactory, I was able to talk

freely with workers who had already given formal, recorded, and carefully transcribed
interviewsto the Universityof North CarolinaSouthernOralHistoryProgram.Over and over,
I found small and sometimeslarge differencesin dates,places,people, and events as told to me
and as told in a formalinterviewsetting.When I then checkedboth againsthistoricalrecords,I
found even more discrepancies.And since some of the "historicalrecords"were also based on
testimonies,I learnedto be circumspectabout claiminganythingas a fact. All theories of oral
history underscore that factuality is not necessarily the reason why one wants an oral
narrative;personal interpretation,the affective and emotive relationship to an event or a
condition, is often far more importantin the long run. Work on trial testimony is similarly
convincing about the malleability of memory. Historian Richard White's anti-memoir,
examinesthe unreliabilityof oralhistoryand family stories.
Ahanagran,
Remembering
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Narrativein the context of virtually any Britishdocument of New World exploration, and you see that we have here a degree of verisimilitude quite out of the
ordinary.
There is a complex politics and sociology to what is documented and how and
why. We make history not from whole lives but from scraps and detritus (no
matter how official). Yet the historian's role is lopsided and power disproportionate. In a debate as overheatedas this one, it is easy to lose sight of the author
himself. The rules of evidence are inherently biased toward the historian since
only one side can testify. There is a prosecutor,but the defendant himself is no
longer around to offer explanationsor point to extenuatingcircumstances.30
No one wants to lose a hero, and the bloggers and outraged conference-goers
who nearly came to blows at the first international Equiano conference at
KingstonUniversity in March2003 are justifiablyupset. A majorBritishhistorian
who tends to be convinced, tentatively,by Carretta'sdocuments was shocked to
attend a conferencein Texas where someone came right out and called Equianoa
"liar."Others want to remove the Middle Passage section from textbooks because it isn't "true."Yet,whether or not Equianoexperiencedthe Middle Passage
first hand, we know that slaves exchanged their stories, including accounts of
that literal passage from freedom to slavery.31We sense that transmission of a
rich oral tradition among slaves throughout TheInterestingNarrative.Sea-going
black men like Equiano were sought out by other Blacks (slave and free) who
wanted to exchange stories and information about their experiences. This communication and circulation of information with other Blacks is one of the most
consistently positive parts of The InterestingNarrative.Even if we were to find
proof that he was not himself born in Africa, TheInterestingNarrativewould still
be invaluable as a vivid and importantcontemporaneousaccount of the Middle
Passage.
For all the heat and turbulenceof the debate over authenticity,one of the surprising featuresof Carretta'sbook is that it is still organized, structurally,according to the sequence of events in TheInterestingNarrative.Thus, while insinuating
that Equianowas not really born in Africa,this biography still provides information about Africa. In fact, Carretta provides remarkably detailed historical
30 In the
HistoricallySpeakingforum, Carrettaeven resorts to legal language: "As I have said
repeatedly, the circumstantialevidence that Equiano was born in South Carolina may be
persuasive, but it is not conclusive, dispositive though not probative" (14). However, my
colleague, the distinguished legal theorist James Boyle, says that dispositive is a more
demanding standardthan probative.Boyle writes: 'To have two valid marriagelicenses and
no divorce or annulment is dispositive of the question of bigamy, a blood alcohol level of
above 0.1 is dispositive of the questionof whetheryou are guilty of DUI. It is a deciding factor.
The fact that you holdyourselfout as marriedto two people to others,or have difficultywalking
in a straight line might be probative,i.e., if admissible they would be things that tended to
prove, but did not establish."I would argue that, to date, the case against Equianois neither
dispositive nor probative.The jury's still out- although far too many have rushed to a guilty
verdict.
31 Laurent Dubois, "An Enslaved
Enlightenment"(3-5) argues for the complex circulationof
stories,discourses,and ideas within and acrossslave communities.See also Fischer(2004)for a
superbrecreationof Haitianslave historythat includes rumorsand oral traditionsas partof its
archive.
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informationfor parts of the book that (if we believe Equiano was born in South
Carolina)are now irrelevant.
This results in a biography that, for all of its remarkablewealth of important
information, is fundamentally incomplete. For if Olaudah Equiano/Gustavus
Vassa/ Michael/Jacob was born in Carolina, that raises a host of questions not
addressed in Carretta's biography. If Equiano was born in South Carolina,presumably he was born into the notorious barbarityof Lowland chattel slavery.
How did he emerge from that fate? Was he sold by his Lowland owners? What
were they like? Who were they? Who were his biological parents? Were they
born in Africa?Did he know them? What suffering did he endure as a child? Or
maybe he escaped from slavery? If so, why didn't Equiano boast about that escape? If he were concernedwith writing an exhortatorynarrativefor fellow abolitionists (and making a good buck in the process), why not tell this one? A story
of escape from slavery enacts a clearer and more polemical narrative line than
the tale he tells of being captured by fellow Africans. Given anti-American
sentiment in a Britainstill stinging from the loss of its wealthiest colony in 1789,
why would Equiano not have used this opportunity to write a stirring indictment of the evils of slavery in a country that had recently won a revolution
against England, a hypocritical country that touted its own desire for freedom
while supporting slavery?Why miss such an opportunity?If the two documents
Carrettahas found turn out to prove that Equiano was born in South Carolina,
we are at the beginning of a mystery, not the end.
Instead of asking these common sense questions,Carrettaconstructsan elaborate psychological profile of Equiano to justify his lying about his African birth.
He makes him out to be a bit of a huckster,always grubbing for money, always
making a deal. And it is true that much of TheInterestingNarrativeis given over
to stories of buying goods at a lower price in one port in order to sell them at a
higher price in another port where they are more valued. There are even baser
moments when Equianoconfesses his participationin the slaving business (justified by a feeble hope of being able to do some good), an activity he passionately
renounces. But Equiano, first, had to scrape together money to buy himself.And
he had to do this in situations where he was constantlybeing cheated or robbed.
Later,after he was "free,"he found he had to use the same tactics merely to survive. Hucksterism?Or survival in, as we have seen, the hostile world of slavery?
For Equiano, there is a turning point, a moment of profound disillusionment
with the world when he goes inward. He begins the systematicstudy of religion,
exploring several (including Catholicism,Judaism,and Islam) before converting
to Protestantism.32
Clearly the firstbaptism was merely instrumentalbecause he
now convertsagain.And this conversion is both to Christianityand to abolitionism. It is in this new role that he undertakes to publish his autobiography. As
Equiano knew full well from his friend Cugaono's lack of material success, the
unsatisfactoryconditions of authorshipin the eighteenth century made publishing a book a gamble. He took a major risk in self-publishing his own book. He
had no way of knowing if he would ever recoup his initial investment. No one
32

Equianonotes that those "who in general termed themselves Christians"were "not so honest
or so good in theirmoralsas the Turks"(179).
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did. Success was simply not a predictable outcome for the writer in the eighteenth century (any more than it is in the present). The idea that he lied about
being born in Africa because he somehow "knew" it would sell books is
ludicrous.
It is also an argumentconstructedafter the fact of the book's success. Original
advertisements list the book's content from "The Author's observations on his
country and the different nations in Africa" to "The wonderful manner of his
conversion to the Faith of Christ Jesus, and his attempt to convert an Indian
Prince.Variousactions at sea and land, from 1777,to the present time."33When it
turned out that reviewers and readers were intrigued by the African portions,
subsequent ads focused, naturallyenough, on the African parts of the narrative.
Did the African birth ensuresuccess? It didn't for Cugoano. Most books of the
time failed. Equiano got lucky- and also worked tirelessly at selling his book
along with his own oral accounts of slavery at the abolitionistrallies he attended
all over GreatBritain.It turned out that he made a good deal of money, enough
to leave an estate for the daughter who survived him. But he could not have
planned or predicted such success. Thus disappears the economic motivation for
faking an Africanbirth.
The imputation of hucksterismto Equianois what I like least about Carretta's
biography. Carretta,and several others in this debate, rely on what I will term
"retroactive intentionality." You start with a "fact" on a document. South
Carolina.You then need to explain that surprisingfact.Wantedto makea buck.You
then impute intentionality to any number of other actions based on a narrative
you are retroactively constructing to explain the fact. The conclusion then unwinds something like this: Because Equiano became a relatively wealthy man
from his narrative, he knew he was going to be rich and he calculatingly lied
about his African origins in orderto becomerich. Since he became rich, he was
right. So the lie makes him a smarter guy and a better writer than if he hadn't
lied. In other words, the fact that he's a liar makes him even more impressive. I
don't think so.
I do not much admire the man I encounter when I read Equianothe African:
Biographyof a Self-Made Man. I do admire the author of The Interesting Narrative.

Therefore,I resist Carretta'srationalizationfor why Equiano,the presumed liar,
is even smarter and a more brilliant writer than we previously thought. This is
the biggest problemin what is, unquestionably,an extraordinaryarchivalfeat. In
Equianothe African,Carrettainsists that he admires Equiano all the more for the
possibility that he invented the place and circumstancesof his nativity. He argues that, if Equiano invented himself, with a bit of a wink and an eye on the
money, then he resembled no one so much as a later autobiographer,Benjamin
Franklin.34
To my mind, Carretta'sjustificationfor Equiano'sgreatness is far more offensive than the insinuation of mendacity.This supposed elevation of Equianointo
33 The
MorningStar1 May 1789,rpt.on BrycchanCarey'swebsite.
34 Even Carretta's
reading of Franklin is more a post-Horatio Alger interpretation, more
twentieth-centurythaneighteenth-.
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a Franklinianself-made man misreads the psychological state of the narrator,
diminishes his anguish, compromises his spiritual quest, and undercuts The
InterestingNarrativeas a politicalpolemic. WhereverEquianowas born, whatever
his veracity, TheInterestingNarrativeis a profound novelistic conversion narrative whose main objectiveis the conversion of the reader,not simply the description of a conversion by the author. It is unrealistic to think of Equiano as
prefiguring Franklin. Franklin can write a self-aggrandizing autobiography
because he is, after all, BenjaminFranklin.Who is Gustavus Vassa? Until slavery
is abolished,he cannotbe self-made.He cannot even be a self. The unmaking of a
coherent self is, as I have been arguing, what slavery is and does. Generically,
TheInterestingNarrativeenacts that incoherence.The story of Olaudah Equiano,
GustavusVassa, the African,is the ultimatestory of the self un-made.
Who is OlaudahEquiano?
In Constructing the BlackMasculine: Identity and Ideality in African American Men's

Literatureand Culture,1775-1995,MauriceWallace poignantly addresses the impossibility of the Cartesiancogitofor the slave and the former slave. Writing of
Prince Hall, Wallace notes: "The unknown facts of Hall's birth hint at a greater
problemof racialbeing and nothingnesswrought by the natally alienating conditions of slavery, a socioexistential dilemma of black virtuality, according to
which the familiar existentialist axiom, 'I think; therefore,I am' comes to be replaced by the more simply put, vexing expression of black being, 'I think I am'"
(58).
I thinkI am.The normal markersof existence in standard autobiography are
absent for the slave: birthplace,birth date, ancestry,genealogy, paternity. By all
official records, he does not exist. As Hortense Spillers has argued eloquently
(drawingupon comments in work by Douglass, Washington,and Du Bois), it is a
formidabletask to gain authoritywhen you have been stripped of your history,
your genealogy, your name. It is an even more momentous transition for the
formerslave to be able to progressfrom self-authorizationto authorship.
Orlando Patterson's classic analysis of the journey from slavery to freedom,
SlaveryandSocialDeath,posits that a key stage in achieving liberationis throwing
off the name given the slave by the former master. Yet Equiano retained
"GustavusVassa" until he died, even using it on the title page of the narrative
that recallsthe diabolicalsite of naming. It is.appealingto think that Vassa did so
as a way of talking back, in the way that marginalized groups have often assumed culturallyderogatoryterms as proud epithets- as in the BlackNationalist
1970s recuperation of the militant term "Black" (instead of the respectable
"Negro")or, more recently, the coining of the term "queer theory" (turning the
hate language of "queer bashing" into something aggressive and positive for
those who self-identify as queer). He became the heroic version of Gustavus
Vassa by writing TheInterestingNarrative,an abolitionist text designed to rouse
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Britain- and world- against the evils of the slave trade. The book is an
indictmentof slave owners such as Pascalwho named him.35
"OlaudahEquiano"is, in the end, a pen name in the sense that it is the name
under which "GustavusVassa"wrote his autobiography.Like most pen names,
it has a symbolic import in that it distinguishes between the person and the
writer. It also resemblespen names that grant the author more freedoms than are
availableto the person.36Other examples are "George Eliot"(MaryAnne Evans)
or "GeorgeSand"(AuroreDupin) who both assumed male names because of the
freedom it gave them to be unsentimental(i.e. "male")authors.Olaudah Equiano
is the name of an African,born free and, in his soul, originally and always free.
Yet, unlike the works of George Eliot or George Sand, the title page of The
InterestingNarrativeincludes both the pen name and the given name, free name
and slave name, Africanname and Europeanname.37And he is writing both for
and against his readers, some of whom may be African, most of whom are presumed European. He is addressing those in positions of wealth and
power- precisely that class (and, implicitly, race) of people who can buy his
book and also work together to abolish slavery andthose who, by race and class,
enslaved him and treated him and other Africans barbarously.The title page of
the narrative emphasizes all of that: Olaudah Equiano, Gustavus Vassa, the
African.It is on this title page, in this book, that birth name and pen name come
together,and we witness, here, the birthof the author.
Yet, in the end, even that authorshipwas disputed. Equianodied on March31,
17^7. An obituary appeared in The Gentleman'sMagazineunder the heading
"Obituaryof remarkablePersons" in April of 1797: "In London, Mr. Gustavus
Vassa, the African,well known to the publick by the interesting narrativeof his
Narrative306). ''Supposedto be
life, supposed to be written by himself" (Interesting
writtenby himself." That suspicion that the ex-slave could not have written his
own narrative hangs over every self-written account of slavery.38This is why
Carretta'sbaptismal record and ship muster have had such a powerful impact.
Whetherhurled by racists or defended against by those who suffer from racism,
the accusationof mendacity is a burning stake that drives into the heart of black
authorship.

35 Trevor Burnard,the same critic who
says "Goodbye, Equiano the African/' wants to bid
farewell to "GustavusVassa"as well. He doesn't believe Equiano'sstory of how he came to
have the name "GustavusVassa."Burnardinsists he has surveyed "thousandsof slave names
in Jamaica"and has "nevercome acrossa name as outlandishas GustavusVassa"(11).
36 For a different
(244-48).
readingof the title page of TheInterestingNarrative,see Tropicopolitans
Aravamudan'sargumentbuilds to a critique of Gates's celebrationof black literacy on the
grounds thatequatingliteracywith literarinesscan inadvertentlyrecapitulatea racistlogic.
37
Equiano'sGhanaianfriend Ottobah Cugoano also used his slave name throughout his life,
where he used his Africanname. He refers
except on the title page of ThoughtsandSentiments
to his baptismalname of "JohnStewart"in the preface.
38 For an excellent discussion of
authorshipand Equiano,see Robin Sabino and JenniferHall,
'The PathNot Taken"(5-19).
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Conclusion
The saddest truth the author of TheInterestingNarrativemasters in the course of
his tale is that manumission does not guarantee freedom. To be "African"in a
world that allows slavery is to be vulnerable. Over two hundred years later,
Olaudah Equianostill is. Consider not only the currentdebate but even the man
featured on the cover of both the Penguin Classics edition of The Interesting
Narrativeand Vincent Carretta'sEquianothe African.The painting reproduced
there is beautiful but the visage of a handsome black man in eighteenth-century
Britishdress belongs to someone else. The back cover of the Penguin edition says
it is an anonymous portraitof Equiano although, inside, Carrettanotes that the
painting was "almost certainly not that of Equiano, who was first suggested as
the sitter in 1961. The resemblancebetween the sitter and Equiano'sfrontispiece
is merely superficial, and the sitter's dress indicates that the portrait was very
probably painted before 1765, a period when Equiano was usually outside of
colloquy devoted to
England"(Equiano316).39In the Chronicleof HigherEducation
the "evidence in public records that Equiano actually was born in South
Carolina,"Carrettawas asked about the portraitand responded that "since the
1950sit has been associated with my hero, so I agreed to use it on the cover, with
a note acknowledging that its sitter is disputed" (Howard, "ImaginedJourney?"
par. 20). This is a surprising indifferenceto empiricismon the part of an empiricist and a strange substitution by a biographer who has doggedly pursued information about his subject. The use of the ersatz visage on a definitive
biographyas well as on a scholarlyedition of TheInterestingNarrativeis a chilling
metaphor for the perils of identity experiencedby persons of African descent in
Equiano'sera.
"What'smy name? What's my name?"MuhammadAli famously taunted opponents (in and out of the ring) after he renounced "Cassius."That is Equiano's
implicit question as well, part taunt, part plaint. What is my name? Today, no
one knows for sure. And probably no one ever will. No one has ever found his
grave. Recently, his daughter's grave was located but, even if her body were to
be exhumed and DNA markersextractedas they have been for ThomasJefferson
and others, it is likely that the real name of "OlaudahEquiano, or Gustavus
Vassa,The African"will never be known. One of the myriad tragedies at the core
of slavery is that Equiano himself may not have known his birth name. The one
and only thing he could count on was that his great book- whether novel or
testimonio,
British,American,or African- was "Writtenby Himself."

39 Fora discussionof the
portrait,see King35-36.See also the Equianopage of Carey'swebsite.
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